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Abstract: The increasing environmental concerns due to emissions from the shipping industry have
accelerated the interest in developing sustainable energy sources and alternatives to traditional
hydrocarbon fuel sources to reduce carbon emissions. Predominantly, a hybrid power system is
used via a combination of alternative energy sources with hydrocarbon fuel due to the relatively
small energy efficiency of the former as compared to the latter. For such a hybrid system to operate
efficiently, the power management on the multiple power sources has to be optimised and the power
requirements for different vessel types with varying loading operation profiles have to be understood.
This can be achieved by using energy management systems (EMS) or power management systems
(PMS) and control methods for hybrid marine power systems. This review paper focuses on the
different EMSs and control strategies adopted to optimise power management as well as reduce fuel
consumption and thus the carbon emission for hybrid vessel systems. This paper first presents the
different commonly used hybrid propulsion systems, i.e., diesel–mechanical, diesel–electric, fully
electric and other hybrid systems. Then, a comprehensive review of the different EMSs and control
method strategies is carried out, followed by a comparison of the alternative energy sources to diesel
power. Finally, the gaps, challenges and future works for hybrid systems are discussed.

Keywords: hybrid marine power system; energy management system; power management system;
system optimisation; control; carbon emissions

1. Introduction

The demand for shipping around the world is rapidly growing with the need to
support various supply chains and countries’ economies. It is reported that vessels in the
maritime industry used approximately 300 million tons of fuel annually between 2007 and
2012 [1]. Even though CO2 emissions in the maritime industry are the lowest contributor
when compared to other means of transport at approximately 2.8% of the global greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions [2], there is a need to reduce the total annual GHG emission. The
International Maritime Organisation (IMO) has introduced a stricter emission cap for sulfur,
SOx, and nitrogen oxide, NOx, in MARPOL Annex VI Prevention of Air Pollution from
Ships [3] and announced the total GHG emissions have to be cut by at least 50% by 2050
compared to the 2008 level. The rules also designated sea areas as emission-controlled
areas (ECAs) in which stricter controls were established to minimize airborne emissions
from ships. These rules resulted in vessels seeking various means to achieve the stipulated
target, such as utilising cleaner energy sources and installing scrubbers for removing SOx
and NOx. As a result, technological advancement and commercial adoption in electrical or
hybrid propulsion have seen an increase in popularity to achieve zero emission operation
and improve vessel efficiency.

The shipping industry today shifts its focus to electrification decarbonisation and
moving towards greener solutions. Following the trends in the automobile industry, hy-
brid electric propulsion systems have been proposed and used in ships to achieve higher
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efficiency, mitigate carbon emissions and reduce overall operational costs by combining tra-
ditional mechanical propulsion with electrical propulsion. Over the past few years, studies
have been conducted on the diverse types of hybrid marine power systems to understand
the behaviour of the ships at different operating and loading conditions to optimise the
cost function of the hybrid system model. Respective studies adopted different hybrid
propulsion power systems, however, all of which apply similar methodologies which will
be shared later in this paper. This paper reviews the different hybrid marine systems avail-
able and the various energy management systems (EMS) and control strategies adopted to
optimise power management, reduce fuel consumption, and mitigate carbon emissions.

The following sections will be arranged as follows; Section 2 presents an overview of
the different propulsion systems available; Section 3 covers an overview of the methodology
used to obtain vessel loading profiles and the different approaches for system optimisation;
Section 3 presents the comparison of the system results with respect to the carbon emissions
and operation cost. Section 3 also presents a comparison of the different energy sources
available for diesel. Section 4 discusses the challenges and other possible areas for future
studies. Finally, Section 5 provides a summary and conclusion for this review.

2. Ship Propulsion Systems
2.1. Propulsion System

Past studies have been extensively documented on several types of marine propulsion
systems, specifically, diesel–mechanical powered [4,5] and diesel–electric [4,6–8] powered
vessels. This section provides a brief description of those systems followed by fully electric
and hybrid power systems, their advantages and disadvantages, as well as some notable
studies performed.

2.1.1. Diesel–Mechanical Propulsion System

The diesel–mechanical propulsion system is the most conventional system currently
used in most marine vessels due to its simplicity and relatively high reliability. The diesel
internal combustion engine is the main primary source of the propulsion system [4]. Power
generated from the engine cylinders is directly transferred to the mechanical movement
of the crankshaft with the propeller through a gearbox to drive the propulsion system,
as shown in Figure 1 [5]. The gearbox is required for smaller ships to reduce engine
speed and reverse shaft rotation; however, it is not required for large ships as reversing
can be performed by reversing the engine rotation. Fixed-pitch propellers are the most
applied propulsor, but they require a reversible engine or gearbox to stop and for reversing
manoeuvres. Using a controllable pitch propeller, on the other hand, can produce negative
thrust to stop and reverse by changing the position of the blades. For simplicity, the system
model considered in this review paper adopts the fixed-pitch propeller configuration.
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The power required for the other services of the vessels such as heating, ventilation
and air conditioning (HVAC), as well as lighting will draw power from an auxiliary engine
connected to an alternating current (AC) distributor. The main and auxiliary engines are
fuelled by marine diesel oil (MDO)/heavy fuel oil (HFO). However, many ships’ systems
are not able to handle the heavy residual from HFO, thereby these fuels are blended to
produce fuel oil that is more suitable for use in ships, known as intermediate fuel oil (IFO).
IFO is used to improve the viscosity and density of vanadium content, carbon content,
and other characteristics of HFO [4]. The use of IFO generates a lower cost as compared
to utilising a better-grade fuel oil for the system, such as very low-sulfur fuel oil with
a maximum sulfur emission of 0.5% or ultra-low-sulfur fuel oil with a maximum sulfur
emission of 0.1%.

Relevant studies on the carbon emissions and the cost function of the diesel–mechanical
propulsion system can be found in [9], where a comparison study was conducted on the life
cycle assessment of a diesel engine-powered ship to a battery-powered ship. The results
showed that diesel engine-powered ships emit 56% more CO2 equivalent per nautical
mile (CO2-eq/nm) as compared to their battery-powered counterparts. Another life cycle
assessment study by Wang et al. [10] comparing tugboats with different configurations
of propulsion systems was conducted to investigate the optimal system with the lowest
emission, cost, and hazard impacts. Three medium engines, each rated at 1062 kW, were
found to consume the least fuel oil at 24,680 tonnes equivalent to the cost of 15.5 million
Euros as compared to 25,360 tonnes of a conventional two large engine configurations
each rated at 1518 kW. Other means to reduce emissions and fuel consumption could be
achieved by reducing the operating horsepower. However, lowering the horsepower may
not be able to fulfil the service speed or bollard pull requirement [5].

The use of scrubbers is recommended for the removal of sulfur emissions of more than
95% at all engine loads, however, scrubbers are ineffective for reducing the emission of
NOx and CO2, where a lower emission to higher engine load trend was observed [11]. By
using exhaust gas recirculation, NOx emission could be reduced by up to 76%, however,
it does not reduce CO2 emissions, due to the increase in engine temperature and dilution
effects [12]. It is to note that the dilution effects are due to the results of the dilution
of oxygen concentration. This thus increases the CO2 emissions as more exhaust gas is
recirculated into the cylinder, thereby causing more oxygen to be displaced.

Benefits and Challenges of Diesel–Mechanical Propulsion

The greatest advantage of using this system, is the direct mechanical connection be-
tween the main engine to the propeller, resulting in minimal transmission losses [6]. The
purchase cost of mechanical propulsion is cheaper than other systems due to its simplic-
ity. Mechanical diesel propulsion operates most efficiently at 80–100% of the designed
speed [13]. Ideally, vessels operating with limited operating profiles such as cargo ship
travelling at single cruising speed benefits from diesel–mechanical propulsion due to the
simplicity of the configuration and least dynamic engine loading.

The disadvantages of the system are poor fuel efficiency, high emissions when sailing
at speed below 70% of top speed and fuel consumption significantly increases when rated
power is below 50% [13]. A simple diesel–mechanical propulsion system provides no
fallback plan, thereby failure of any components along the drive train results in loss of
propulsion. The energy management of the engine is simple because it requires both
systems to operate simultaneously, regardless of the power required. The dynamic loading
also leads to an increase in the maintenance required for the engine. This could be overcome
by the addition of an appropriate control strategy and alternatively using a controllable
pitch propeller that can result in a reduction in the need for maintenance and improvement
in manoeuvrability [14].
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2.1.2. Electrical Propulsion System

The movement towards electrical propulsion has dated back as early as the 1990s [15]
for cruise ships and naval vessels. Electrical propulsions are known to be more efficient in
low-speed conditions, and it introduces conversion losses from 5–15% propulsion power
due to the additional electrical components such as generators, power converters, trans-
formers, and electric motors. Today electrical propulsion systems in vessels are crucial
specifically for vessels operating in emission control areas (ECAs), as a significant amount
of carbon emission could be effectively mitigated. The market in electrical propulsion ships
for North America (blue), Europe (turquoise), Asia Pacific (green), and the rest of the world
(yellow) is expected to increase over the next few years and grow by approximately USD
11.5 billion between 2021 and 2030 as shown in Figure 2 below [16].
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A direct current (DC) distribution is selected over an alternating current (AC) distri-
bution because conversion between the transformer and main switchboards is eliminated,
resulting in a smaller equipment footprint with up to 25% of the electrical component
weight reduced for a platform supply vessel [17]. A standard DC distribution electric
propulsion power system is shown in Figure 3. Several generator sets (Gensets) feed a
fixed-frequency high voltage towards the electrical bus selector through an AC/DC rectifier
to convert AC power from the Gensets to DC. The bus then feeds through a transformer
and frequency converter to control the shaft speed and the required electrical power to the
electric propulsion motor drive. Frequency converters may include both an AC–DC rectifier
and a DC–AC inverter. This enables the electrical energy to be delivered and returned to the
bus. DC electrical power from the bus selector feeds through the transformer and inverter
to provide AC electrical power to other services and hotel loads. Another benefit of using
DC over an AC distribution system is the redundancy for synchronisation. Synchronisation
is required for parallel power sources for frequency, voltage, and phase to be the same
before connecting to the power system. However, in a DC system, the phase and frequency
do not need to be the same since the AC–DC rectifier produces a faster power generation
response time [18].

AC electricity is used to distribute lighting and hotel loads because the load uses a
constant frequency and low voltage [19]. As for propulsion, an AC–DC rectifier is used to
generate DC power because the coupling between network frequency and engine speed is
removed allowing a varied speed operation. This results in a 60–100% improvement in fuel
efficiency due to the enhancement in the engine’s combustion process [20]. The freedom to
control each power utilised in the propulsion system opens the opportunity to optimise
fuel consumption and also reduces the maintenance load since the engine can be switched
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off when not required. The propulsion transformer is required to reduce the total harmonic
distortion (THD) level to comply with the classification’s requirement [21].
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Alternatively, instead of using Gensets, DC distribution supports the integration of
energy storage such as batteries and renewable energy sources for more fuel savings and
reduces life cycle and maintenance costs such as by the use of fuel cells. Batteries such as
lithium-ion and nickel–cadmium for their rechargeable properties; however, lithium-ion
batteries are more commonly found in fully electric power systems today due to their higher
energy density and developments. An overview of fuel cells for maritime applications
has been covered extensively by van Biert et al. [22]. Fuel cell research now focuses on
renewable resources such as hydrogen, methanol, and LNG [23], which will be covered
later in this section.

Benefits and Challenges of Electric Propulsion

The benefits of DC distribution electric propulsion systems have been described in
Section 2.1.2. In summary, the benefits of using fully electric propulsion are as follows:

1. lower transmission losses
2. reduction in weight and space occupied in a ship
3. improve propulsion efficiency and reduction in fuel and emissions
4. simpler configuration of generators
5. able to implement other energy storage

The electric propulsion system is usually complemented by a power management
system (PMS) to optimise the distribution of loads. This is because an incorrect power
supply and demand can result in the shutdown of the electrical system since power sources
are connected to the same electrical network. Aside from that, PMS can be used to monitor
the load and power available to trigger when to start and stop the Gensets. With the several
conversions in the power stages, an increase in losses in its specific fuel consumption at the
top speed of the ship occurs to the electrical propulsion [13].

However, the development of an optimised PMS to achieve the diverse operation load
profile and the hotel load is challenging as it depends on many parameters such as fuel
consumption, power, and engine RPM, which have to be obtained from sensors and are
usually not readily available. An addition of a control strategy for the electrical network is
required to maintain the voltage and frequency stability of the system, load distribution
among the Gensets, and blackout preventions [24]. Although electric propulsion promises
a reduction in fuel consumption and emissions, operating the Gensets to achieve higher
propulsion requirements, for specific tugging operations or strategic manoeuvring, leads to
poor fuel consumption and higher emissions.
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2.1.3. Hybrid Propulsion System

Most ocean-going marine vessels such as cruises, ferries, and offshore support ves-
sels (pipe-laying vessels) and warships use diesel–electric propulsion. An estimated fuel
saving of 17% [25] could be achieved by using diesel–electric as compared to using diesel–
mechanical propulsion. Hybrid propulsion with effective control strategies can reduce fuel
consumption and emission by 10% to 35% [13]. This paper covers two different types of hy-
brid diesel propulsion systems, i.e., diesel–electric powered by Gensets and diesel–electric
powered by battery.

Diesel–electric powered by Gensets, as shown in Figure 4a, consists of a direct me-
chanical drive such as a diesel engine to provide high speeds connecting through a gearbox
and to the propeller. Additionally, an electric motor coupled with the same gearbox or
directly to the propeller could be used to provide propulsion for lower speeds and avoid
overloading the main engine. Similarly, the motor acts as a generator for electric loads
to other ship components. With the diesel engine, the system can produce power from
either the electric generator or the Gensets. Ideally, a system of such complexity requires a
rule-based control to determine the capacity required.
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Another variation of diesel–electric propulsion using battery or fuel cells is presented
in Figure 4b. The system configuration is similar to Figure 4a but with an additional stored
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power supply such as a battery connected to the main distribution. The use of batteries as
energy storage is adapted from the automotive industry, but the energy storage used in the
automotive industry focuses on storing brake energy instead of using the energy to run the
engine more efficiently [26]. Therefore, the energy storage in the ship enables maximum
energy efficiency to be achieved with the flexibility of combining and switching the power
consumption between the diesel engine and the electric energy from the Gensets and
battery, respectively. The motor coupled with the gearbox enables the option of using the
electrical drive to propel the vessel for low-speed manoeuvring. This has a clear advantage
if compared to a diesel–mechanical propulsion system, which requires the gearbox to slow
down the vessel, because there may be risks in overloading the engine and adding up to
more maintenance cost for the mechanical propulsion system. The use of fuel cells with
diesel engines or gas turbines can achieve high efficiencies by using more energy-dense
fuels [22]. The complex control strategies of the hybrid system are important with the
increasing level of complexity in the load-sharing profiles; a summary of these control
strategies will be discussed in the later section.

Benefits and Challenges of Hybrid Diesel Propulsion

Hybrid diesel propulsion combines the benefits of both the electrical and mechanical
components highlighted in Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2, respectively. However, a well-designed
control strategy is still required to optimise these benefits, allowing electrical energy to be
transferred from mechanical components to the electric component and vice versa.

Diesel–electrical propulsion has advantages in its ease of maintenance since electrical
compliances occupy a smaller footprint as compared to mechanical components and allow
for more flexibility in the positioning of the thrusters or any other mechanical equipment.
The number of Gensets to operate can be controlled based on the power demand to improve
fuel efficiency and engine loading. This then allows the diesel–electrical propulsion to
provide a redundancy measure, where the other generators will be able to provide the
necessary power load requirements in case of an engine failure [24]. The batteries installed
onboard the vessel enable load levelling between the power fluctuation that occurs when
vessel speed increases, thus leading to a more efficient operation, a method known as the
peak shaving strategy. The peak shaving strategy from the battery, which is a method for
the battery to deliver power during times when high power is required for a smoother
operation and recharge when less power is required, can allow the engine to run more
efficiently [27]. The energy storage can be recharged with the “charge-discharge mode”
when the engine is operating with lesser fuel consumption to reduce emissions and save
fuel [28]. Shore power can also be used to charge the batteries and as an alternative power
source when ships are docked. The batteries can also act as a backup if a power failure or
diesel generator malfunction occurs. This would ensure a continuous supply of electricity
without disruption.

There are, however, some challenges of a hybrid propulsion system in the charging
and discharging of the battery. A control strategy has to be designed and adopted to
maximise the reduction in fuel consumption and carbon emissions. The control strategy
selected should be able to dynamically optimise the load of the battery and engine. The
power management control strategies available are discussed in Section 3.3.

2.2. Control Strategies

Control strategies are required in any electrical propulsion with an AC or DC distribu-
tion system. A comparison of AC and DC distribution control strategies is shown in Table 1,
both systems with droop control as the most promising primary control strategy when
compared to heuristic control or equivalent consumption minimization strategy in which
the droop control demonstrates a reduction in fuel consumption of 5–10% [13]. Speed
droop control and voltage droop control are the types of droop control available in the
system; each operates in a similar methodology but with different inputs.
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Table 1. Comparison of AC and DC distribution control.

Comparison AC Distribution System DC Distribution System

Control Strategy

• The frequency of the generator is
controlled by droop speed control in
governors or by electrical isochronous
load sharing between governors.

• Speed droop control is required for load
sharing between generators.

• The voltage is maintained at the required
voltage and for load sharing using an
automatic voltage regulator (AVR).

• Frequency of generator can be selected as AC
voltage is rectified

• Speed droop control is not required for load
sharing between generators.

• Voltage droop control is required for load
sharing of the DC system.

Advantages

• Simpler configuration and cheaper
• Able to use a transformer to step-up/step-

down the voltage
• Easily converted to DC form
• Higher efficiency
• Easier to spot current leakages

• Enables diesel engine to operate at variable
speed.

• Increases fuel efficiency in the system when
generators are operating in part load.

• Resilient to faults.
• Weight and space-saving
• Isolated electrical fault from other systems.

Disadvantages

• Diesel generator only operates at rated
speed

• Stability issues
• Engine wears out faster
• More components required

• Power sources and loads connected to the DC
distribution system require power network
converters.

• Fault protection is required
• Proper control strategy is required
• Pricier

Droop control is important to maintain the stability of an AC distribution network
with two or more Gensets connected. On the other hand, speed droop controls the load
sharing of power between active Gensets in parallel. It is used in the engine governor to
control the engine speed, with the governor increasing the fuel to bring the engine speed
back to the original speed. However, an overshoot in engine speed may occur due to inertia
and power lag, hence the governor helps to respond by providing less fuel to reduce the
engine speed. In layman’s terms, the droop control controls the increase in governor speed
when the load decreases and vice versa. The amount of droop can be calculated based on
Equation (1) [24]. Ideally, the recommended droop is to be set between 3% to 5% [29].

% Speed Droop =
No Load Speed − Full Load Rated Speed

Full Load Rated Speed
× 100 (1)

where no load speed is the speed of the generator when there is no power going through
the generator and full load rated speed is the speed at maximum power. Generally, an
increase in load will result in a decrease in the frequency speed of the generator. Similarly,
a voltage droop control is used to control the load-sharing power between simultaneous
active generators in parallel where an automatic voltage regular in the generator controls
the output voltage of the Genset. The formulation to obtain the voltage droop is given
in Equation (2), which is similar to Equation (1) but with speed replaced with voltage,
where no load voltage represents the highest allowable load value of the voltage for the
generator at the current nearing zero. The load will be the lowest with a higher current at
full load-rated voltage.

% Voltage Droop =
No Load Voltage − Full Load Rated Voltage

Full Load Rated Voltage
× 100 (2)

2.3. Renewable Energy Sources

The DC distribution in hybrid propulsion could be designed to integrate with other
sources of renewable energy fuels, such as hydrogen and liquified natural gas (LNG). Fig-
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ure 5 shows the system power flow configuration of a hybrid propulsion system with LNG
engines. When it comes to system modelling, a gas turbine model (GAST) is commonly
used for dynamic models of power system components in simulation programs to simulate
the power system behaviours of the gas engine, which was once Western Electricity Co-
ordinating Council (WECC) compliant [30,31]. GAST models are used to simplify the gas
engine process; however, the temperature control loop will be inactive as it leads to opera-
tional inaccuracy [32]. Since 2001, a more accurate model such as GGOV1 has superseded
the GAST model. Similar to the hybrid propulsion system in Section 2.1.3, a well-designed
control strategy is required to optimise the load distribution and fuel consumption.
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2.4. Digital Twin

The development of a system engineering model, besides allowing the monitoring
of the ship’s performance during the design stage, could also be used in monitoring the
behaviour of the ship during the operation stage. By collecting operational data from
sensors installed onboard the ship, the data could be fed continuously in real time to the
system engineering model to improve the model prediction. Such a model, known as
the digital twin, serves as a virtual representation of a physical system that is updated
through the exchange of information between physical and virtual systems [33]. The digital
twin in the marine industry has received increasing attention due to the evolving need for
digitalisation in the industry. It is capable of acquiring, managing and analysing the vessel’s
required specifications to continuously update the status of the vessel in terms of propulsion
performance or fatigue damage. A digital twin could also be used for the remote monitoring
of the vessel’s performance or in predictive maintenance to detect anomalies and possible
defects in system operations. In the predictive maintenance approach, maintenance is
only executed when warranted, and this promises cost savings over time-based preventive
maintenance where ships have to be called to dock at a fixed interval of time (usually in 3
to 5 years). The implementation of the digital twin is, however, costly, as various sensors
have to be installed onboard ships. Additionally, the transmission of data from the sea
to the shore and vice versa and the troubleshooting of sensors are challenging, especially
when the vessels are operating in remote areas.

According to Fonseca and Gaspar [34], digital twins in ships can be divided into two
different groups, i.e., the first group is decision support for ship operations, focusing on
the in-condition monitoring and calibration of system models based on real operational
data, whereas the second group is on the use of digitals twin for system integration testing
and personnel training. Several studies have been conducted on the first group; e.g.,
Coraddu et al. [35] used a digital twin to estimate the speed loss of a vessel due to fouling
where the digital twin system is updated with data captured on the vessel and in return,
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used to provide feedback on the estimated speed losses. Additionally, Danielsen-Haces [36]
used a digital twin of autonomous vessels for the condition monitoring and calibration
of the propulsion system simulation model based on operational data. For the second
group, Tofte et al. [37] used a digital twin as an emulation of the control system, where
a detailed simulation model of the system is created to use for hardware testing and
operational training. The digital twin system could be integrated with a ship resistance
and hydrodynamics model as well as vessel routing information that would provide input
on the required propulsion power needed by the marine system. This, together with the
ship manoeuvring performance, would help the EMS and PMS to best optimise the load
distribution of the engine.

The digital twin has its own risks and challenges, such that in some cases, it may
suffer from reliability issues with the data collected from the sensors, failure in the system
modelling, and improper data processing [38]. Therefore, the digital twin is only suitable
for some selective scenarios, as they may not be able to predict operation scenario cases that
could lead to accidents. Nevertheless, being a relatively new topic in the marine industry,
there has been a lot of progress, but more work is necessary.

3. Hybrid System Optimisation Today

With the improvement of today’s technology, vessel owners and equipment manufac-
turers strive to provide the best-performing equipment for the vessels. However, a piece of
expensive equipment does not guarantee an optimised system. A deeper understanding
of the vessel’s system and the integration of an energy management system (EMS) can
improve the vessel’s efficiency. This section covers the different methods adopted from the
state of the art to optimise hybrid vessel systems.

3.1. System Modelling

There are various means of modelling for marine and propulsion systems in a vessel
as found in the literature, such as those mentioned in [7,21,39,40]. Primarily, components
of the marine and propulsion system are modelled, and the system models are then used
to simulate the vessel loading profiles. The outcome from the system models is validated
with vessels’ past historical data to ensure that a high-fidelity model is achieved before the
optimisation of the models is carried out. One of the common modelling methods uses the
system identification technique in software such as MATLAB/Simulink® as an analytical
tool for modelling and simulating the operation of the propulsion systems. An all-electric
propulsion system modelling comparison was conducted by Chua et al. [41] to investigate
the system response and to compare the power management strategy between the equiv-
alent consumption minimisation strategy (ECMS) and rule-based (RB) strategy, where a
reduction of 14.3% in fuel consumption was reported from using ECMS as compared to RB.

An LNG–hybrid propulsion system modelled by Vadset [39] was used to explore the
system performance and specific energy consumption (SEC) by creating the marine system
in Simulink. The SEC was compared for the engine operating at fixed and variable speeds
with the two different control methods, i.e., the droop control and peak shaving. It was
found that the system with the Gensets and battery operating with variable speeds with
peak shaving control generates the lowest SEC, whereas the engine operating with the
Genset without a battery with droop control has the highest fuel cost. A model of a diesel–
electric system was modelled by Syverud [7] to compare the specific fuel oil consumption
(SFOC) of a diesel engine with and without a battery. The control method adopted in this
literature focuses on two different excited-voltage controllers for the DC link voltage, i.e.,
the single voltage controller and the cascaded voltage controller. Droop control and the
master–slave configuration are used to control the DC link for the load sharing between
the generators and the battery. It is noted that the master-slave configuration to control the
DC link works by having the battery (master) connected to one or more generators known
as the slaves that receive an equal share of reference power between the generators. The
master-slave configuration keeps the DC link voltage steady, which allows the Gensets to
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be configured easily for optimal power supply; however, this causes more stress on the
battery. The results from the study showed that the operation in variable speed with a
Genset and battery coupled with a master–slave control configuration can predict a fuel
saving of 2% when compared to a Genset and battery with a droop controller. A larger fuel
saving of up to 7% could be further achieved when compared to operating a Genset with a
droop controller.

Other noticeable studies consider system modelling by the use of a prediction scheme
where the system load demands are predicted by utilising the information on general
operational characteristics [42]. In addition, other novel techniques such as artificial neural
networks [43,44] and fuzzy networks [45] were also explored. The requirements and
potential of these techniques will be shared in the next section.

3.2. Loading Profiles

The load profile vessels are unique and differ from vessel to vessel. The validation
of the load profile is therefore important for any research on a vessel operation before
further optimisation should be executed. The different operations of the vessels affect and
determine the difference in the cost and efficiency of the vessel in the various propulsion
system configurations mentioned in Section 2. There are several methods to obtain the
vessel load profiles, such as:

3.2.1. Method 1: Predicting Unknown Load Demand Based on Theories and Algorithms

An example is given by Vu et al. [46], who derived a load prediction scheme using a
power management algorithm with input from an electric tugboat’s general characteristics
to predict the load profile. This general characteristic includes the known load profile of
the vessel as well as the total time of the tugboat operating in low-load, medium-load, and
high-load. The fuel energy consumption, change in battery energy, and non-regenerated
energy loss were also considered in the algorithm to maximise engine fuel efficiency. The
power split between the generator and battery, as well as the battery state of charge (SOC),
was also predicted based on the set of algorithms derived.

3.2.2. Method 2: Records from Past Operational Data

A study by Skjong et al. [47] utilised records from past operational data to generate
loading conditions. The data were collected and extracted using three vessels’ integrated
automation systems and sensors running on diesel–electric propulsion. These operational
data were then analysed and used as a baseline for comparison with different configura-
tions to seek the most efficient and biggest fuel savings operations using the logic-based
EMS algorithm and the mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) control scheme. It
was found that the configurations differ with factors such as Genset’s fixed or variable
speed or whether the energy storage system is implemented. The results concluded that
implementing an energy storage system generates the best fuel saving for a ferry and a
platform support vessel, whereas using a variable speed Genset is beneficial for seismic
survey vessels in fuel saving.

3.2.3. Method 3: Vessel Owner’s Experiences

The load profile could also be derived from the vessel owner’s experience and opera-
tional logbook, albeit this is not a conventional method used in research. The data collected
are either mean values or estimated values. Limited past literature was found using this
method; however, data from the operational logbook could be an economical way to obtain
operational data and allow qualitative information such as boat operational conditions
and crew experience to be recorded. This may have a significant impact on influencing
the EMS for the marine system. The data collected from the noon report could be used in
ship navigation and fuel profiling with the help of neural network generative modelling,
as presented in [48].
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Comparing all the listed aforementioned methods, Method 2, based on data recorded
from sensors, is the most accurate. Table 2 summarises the advantages and disadvantages
of the respective methods. Data from past operational data are relatively more reliable, less
prone to human and technical error, and are generated in time series; therefore, they are
ideal for load profiling. These data can also be used for data analytics to derive important
information used for the optimisation of the marine system such as the correlation between
power load with vessel speed and operational types. In most cases, Methods 1, 2, and 3 are
usually used concurrently to derive the load profiles before moving on to the optimisation
process. Together with system identification such as Simulink, load profiles are included in
the system to generate a model which then can be optimised with the optimisation toolbox
or any other control strategies.

Table 2. Advantages and disadvantages of respective loading profile methods.

Method Advantages Disadvantage

Method 1: Prediction of unknown
load using theories and algorithm

• Does not require any system modelling
software

• Applicable for any hybrid marine vessel
• Easy to apply

• Inaccurate as assuming equipment
efficiency at 100% and frequency
responds instantaneously to reach
power requirements.

• Non-configurable controllers.
• Requires a reliably known load profile.

Method 2: Records from past
operational data

• Easily implemented in studies

• Disconnect of sensors, internet
reliability

• Method is only liable when big data
from sensors and systems are available

• Data extracted is lower than
manufacturer data, likely due to the
calibration of sensors

Method 3: Vessel owner’s
experience

• Easily obtained

• Values are either estimated or mean
values

• Values are not in time-series
• Does not factor in unforeseen variables

such as wind and wave conditions.

3.3. Optimisation of Hybrid Vessel System

Several studies have been conducted on the optimisation of hybrid vessel systems,
experimenting with different optimisation algorithms, energy sources, or equipment. Fo-
cusing on the system optimisation by taking the cost as the objective function, the literature
review can be broken into two categories, i.e., the first looking into the EMS and control
method and the second covering the optimisation of the cost function aspect, specifically
the fuel efficiency and emission reduction results for the different alternative fuel sources.
The various research found in the literature on these two categories is presented in the
following sections.

3.3.1. Energy Management System

The adoption of hybrid systems allows the ease of alternating between power sources.
EMS or PMS manages the power split between sources by keeping track of the power
requirement, battery power, battery SOC, and, if applicable, the shore power to determine
the power charge in a generator such as a fuel cell [49]. Power management is decided
based on the optimal power allocation due to different profiles, efficiency, and cost aspects.
Various EMSs and control strategies have been designed, and the academic works shared
in this section can be subclassified in accordance with the different strategies. The rele-
vant findings from the respective strategies are presented as follows. A summary of the
information and findings can be seen in Table 3.
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A simplified schematic of an EMS in a hybrid LNG–electric power system is shown in
Figure 6. The layers of the EMS and control vary with the design requirements of respective
systems. For example, a military vessel [50] undergoes a three-layer hierarchal controller
consisting of quadratic programming to determine the battery and power source split,
followed by a dynamic optimisation to split the power between the GAST and the fuel cell,
and lastly, using a model predictive control for trajectory tracking. Another example is a
hybrid ship utilising the real-time load and battery SOC information as inputs to the EMS
and control. A two-layer controller consisting of a neural network based on the rule-based
control employing the ECMS is proposed to reduce the fuel consumption of the system and
incorporate economic aspects such as battery power cost and oil prices into the rule-based
controller [51].
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Equivalent Consumption Minimisation Strategy

The equivalent consumption minimisation strategy is an EMS that quantifies an equiv-
alent fuel cost associated with the use of battery energy typically in hybrid energy vehicles.
The ECMS has recently been adopted in marine hybrid systems for the optimisation of
load distribution. An example of an ECMS concept with fuel cost as the objective function
is given in Equation (3) [21]. The total equivalent fuel cost of the system Ctotal,eqv is deter-
mined based on the sum of the fuel cost of the engine Ceng and the equivalent fuel cost
associated with the energy storage system used Cbatt,eqv.

Ctotal,eqv = Cbatt,eqv +
n

∑
i=1

Ceng,i (3)

where Ctotal,eqv is the total instantaneous equivalent fuel cost, ∑n
i=1 Ceng,i is the total instan-

taneous fuel cost, n is the number of engines, and Cbatt,eqv is the instantaneous equivalent
fuel cost associated with the battery or any energy storage system.

The ECMS operates by distributing equivalent fuel costs for battery energy used in
the cost function formulation to ensure optimal power allocation. The method is practical
for real-life implementation because it does not require prior knowledge of the load profile.
Chua et al. [21] reported that the ECMS has higher fuel savings of up to 14.3% when
compared to the RB strategy when a constant battery is considered. A study conducted by
Kalikatzarakis et al. [40] using an ECMS with a constant equivalence factor and an adaptive
equivalence factor proved that a fuel consumption reduction from 5% to 10% could be
achieved when compared to an RB strategy. The report also found that the adaptive ECMS
performs better at low loads, whereas the constant ECMS performs better for fluctuating
profiles. A study performed by Kim and Kim [51] adopted the ECMS as an RB control
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and used a neural network to train the data to achieve energy optimisation. The output
obtained from the neural network controller with optimal energy control rules was found
to be stable for various simulation conditions and operation modes.

Rule-Based Power Management Scheme Approach

The RB power management scheme approach is a basic approach used as a control
strategy to manage the power split between multiple power sources and optimise the use
of the energy storage function. Besides that, it also functions as voltage stability, blackout
prevention, and protection control. Breijs and Amam [52] adopted a combination of RB
strategy and ECMS for a hybrid-powered ferry and achieved an 11% fuel consumption
reduction during actual sea trials. An improved RB strategy based on the RB strategy by
Chan et al. [2] was improved by Chua et al. [41]. The improved strategy was designed
to utilise the trends in operations from the optimised solutions. The power allocation for
the power sources was based on a pre-defined load level to start the Gensets and battery
SOC condition. A total of 12 cases of operation rules were created for three main power
sources. An equivalent result was obtained when compared to ECMS, although ECMS still
produces better fuel consumption savings, confirmed by an experimental test conducted.
A study by Karim et al. [53] used the RB strategy for load shedding in the power system
by filtering critical outages and congestion cases, where a total of 17 operation rules were
created. The strategy was effective and achieved a voltage dip as low as 2.6%.

MATLAB® Optimisation Toolboxes

The MATLAB® optimisation toolbox is useful to maximise or minimise objective
functions while fulfilling required constraints or functions. The toolbox includes solvers
such as the genetic algorithm (GA), quadratic programming (QP), linear programming (LP),
nonlinear programming (NLP), and mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) methods,
which were used by various researchers in the optimisation of EMS. Vu et al. [46] used GA
in their study to determine the start and stop times for each engine to optimally respond to
the load demand. The responses from all engines operated were within the load required,
and the batteries were charged/discharged within the defined range to maintain battery life.
Banaei et al. [54] used GA in their study to optimise the vessel operation cost for a diesel-
battery ship, and a reduction of up to 3.5% in total operation cost was found if emission
policy restriction was neglected. Skjong et al. [47] utilised MILP to determine the best
engine system for each vessel when comparing the actual load profiles of three different
vessel types. MILP-based control is easier to implement and can be used for multiple
objectives such as the synchronisation of running hours and the number of Gensets for
starting and stopping the Genset [46,47]. Quadratic programming is typically used to
solve optimisation problems efficiently; however, nonlinear problems will require more
advanced strategies such as an integrated perturbation analysis and sequential quadratic
(IPA-SQP) used in model predictive control (MPC) [55].

Linear programming was used by Grimnelius et al. [56] to control the power bal-
ance in a vessel with diesel–electric power generation and batteries. The output from
the control scheme is used to allocate the amount of power delivered from each Genset
and power flow from the battery. Alternatively, an NLP algorithm was used by Anvari-
Moghaddam et al. [57] to optimise the battery size and economic dispatch of the power
system, and with the optimum dispatch of power, the total operating cost was reduced by
13.5%. A study by Vu et al. [42] stated that NLP optimisation along with a unique load
prediction scheme for hybrid tugboats with known and unknown load profiles can save fuel
consumption by up to 9.31% and 8.90%, respectively, when compared to an RB controller.

Other Control Methods

Dynamic programming (DP) used in Kanellos et al.’s [58] study clearly explains the
concept of DP and how it was used to obtain optimal power management to minimise
operational costs and limit GHG, where the operational cost was reduced by up to 3%
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and EEOI was greatly maintained within the limits of 23 g CO2/knot-tonne. The results
obtained from DP computed by Kalikatzarakis et al. [40] were used as the global optimum,
and it was found that the results from DP had the lowest fuel consumption, with an average
reduction of 8.6% when compared to the RB strategy.

Model predictive control (MPC) was used by Hou et al. [59] to efficiently optimise the
load fluctuation in an all-electric ship. The voltage variation was reported to reduce by
up to 38%, and energy storage losses were up by 65%. Haseltalab et al. [60] used MPC to
control the vessel speed and load required for the propeller while optimising the power
split between the different energy sources. The MPC control was capable of providing the
demanded energy of the hybrid system even with disturbances.

The majority of the studies mentioned above not only utilise one control strategy but
combine different methods to provide efficient optimum system performance. Different
layers of the control strategies utilise different strategies; for example, the study presented
by Kanellos [61] used DP in the first two layers and particle swarm optimisation in the
third layer due to the increase in the problem complexity. Another example from Hou [59]
used MPC for the first part of the EMS to obtain the desired performances followed by
the IPA-SQP algorithm to solve the problem with higher computational efficiency. In
summary, the type of control strategy selected will be based on the EMS requirements as a
one-size-fits-all strategy does not exist.

Table 3. Summary of academic studies on hybrid propulsion and control systems.

Method Reference Vessel Type Main Outcomes

Equivalent Consumption
Minimisation Strategy

(ECMS)

[21]

Diesel–electric hybrid tugboat

• 14.3% reduction in fuel consumption when compared to the
RB strategy.

[40]

• Constant equivalence factor ECMS and adaptive equivalence
factor ECMS produce to reduce fuel consumption from 5% to
10%.

• Constant ECMS ideal for typical loading profiles and
adaptive ECMS performs better in low loads.

[51] Generator-battery hybrid ship • Using neural network to achieve energy optimisation.
• Optimal energy control rules to achieve stable values to input.

[52] • Achieve 11% fuel consumption reduction during actual sea
trials.

[41]
Diesel–electric hybrid ferry

• Improved RB strategy was altered to have results comparable
and similar to ECMS.

Rule-Based (RB)

[53] Electric cruise-liner • Created RB strategy with 17 rules to reduce load shedding,
achieve voltage dip as low as 2.6% and as high as 7.1%

Generic Algorithm (GA)

[46] Diesel–electric hybrid tugboat
• Used Genetic Algorithm (GA) to determine the start and stop

for each engine to optimally respond to the load demand.
• Responds from all engines were within the load required and

batteries were optimised to maintain battery life.

[54] Diesel–electric hybrid ship
• Optimise vessel operation cost for a diesel-battery ship.
• Reduction of up to 3.5% in total operation cost was found if

emission policy restriction was neglected.

Mixed Integer Linear
Programming (MILP) [47]

Variety power system
for:FerryPlatform

supportSeismic survey

• Uses Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) to determine
the optimum power system for fuel saving to three different
vessel types.

• Energy storage system for ferry and platform support vessels.
• Variable speed Genset for seismic survey vessel.
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Table 3. Cont.

Method Reference Vessel Type Main Outcomes

Linear Programming (LP) [56] Diesel–electric hybrid tugboat • Control power balance of diesel engine and battery.
• Achieve balance allocation of power from Genset and battery.

[57]
• Optimise size of battery and economic dispatch of

controllable unit for power system.
• With the optimum dispatch of power, the total operating cost

is 13.5%.Nonlinear Programming
(NLP)

[42]

Diesel–electric hybrid tugboat
• Using a unique load prediction scheme with NLP

optimisation for known and unknown load profiles can save
fuel consumption up to 9.31% and 8.90%, respectively when
compared to RB strategy.

Dynamic Programming

[61] All-electric vessel

• Using DP for optimum power management and energy
storage system to optimise operational cost and limit GHG
emissions.

• A reduction of 1.9% in operation cost and greenhouse gases
was greatly limited with the use of the power management
implemented.

[40] Diesel–electric hybrid tugboat • Reduction in fuel consumption of an average of 8.6%
compared to the RB strategy.

[59] All-electric vessel
• Using real-time MPC to optimise the load fluctuation of a

cargo ship with the electrical propulsion system.
• Bus voltage was reduced by up to 38% and hybrid energy

storage system losses reduce by up to 65%.Model Predictive Control
(MPC)

[60] Diesel–electric hybrid OSV
• Using MPC to control the vessel speed and load required for

the propeller, while optimising the power split between the
different energy sources.

3.3.2. Comparison of Energy Sources

Table 3 shows that most of the studies on hybrid marine power systems adopted
the diesel–electric hybrid or fully electric power system. Having said that, other possible
renewable energy sources such as hydrogen fuel cells or LNG have been studied to move
forward to newer, sustainable, and greener marine solutions. This section summarises the
studies performed on those different energy sources.

Hydrogen-Powered System

The hydrogen-powered system is a relatively new alternative power source that
possesses many advantages; i.e., they are light, have low noise operation, are cleaner,
support zero-carbon energy strategies, and have higher energy density allowing longer
operating duration [62]. The world’s first commercial vessel powered entirely by hydrogen
fuel cells, the Sea Change, owned by SWITCH Maritime, was launched in August 2021 [63].
It is equipped with a hydrogen fuel cell system, comprising 360 kW Cummins fuel cells,
246 kg hexagon hydrogen storage tanks, and a 100 kWh lithium-ion battery. The 70-foot
75-passenger electric-driven ferry is capable of travelling at 20 knots and is the first vessel
in a zero-carbon ferry fleet to be constructed in 2022 [64]. An extensive study on the
application of hydrogen fuel cell-powered ships has been covered by Stark et al. [65], where
they discussed the key components of hydrogen fuel cells. It is noted that, depending
on the production process, hydrogen may generate carbon despite being known as clean
energy [66]. Green hydrogen could be generated from renewable sources such as solar
and wind, which make this fuel source completely clean and green energy. However,
hydrogen production is expensive as the production of hydrogen cells requires the addition
of electrocatalyst materials to keep the temperature up. This premium material includes
platinum or ruthenium, which increases the cost of the batteries [67]. The use of proton
exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFC) running on hydrogen is improved rapidly to
reduce the cost and enhance the system’s performance.

The hybrid-powered hydrogen system for a coastal ferry costs approximately three
times more when compared to a diesel system in a voyage, and the emission produced by
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a hydrogen system is four times less than a diesel system [49] in global warming potential
(GWP) emissions. Hydrogen would be a more attractive alternative energy source if the fuel
cell prices of hydrogen become more competitive and more hydrogen bunkering stations
are available.

LNG–Powered System

There has been an increase in LNG in dual-fuel or gas engines recently, on both land
and sea. This natural gas reduces in a ratio of 1/600 when undergoing liquification, making
it easier to be transported around the world and supplied to the increasing number of
bunkering stations. The implementation of an LNG system depends on these factors: gas
availability, ECA emission limits, LNG tank installation, and safety requirements. LNG
systems are best suited for small and medium product tankers, LNG carriers, cruise vessels,
ferries, offshore support vessels, Ro-ro, and tugboats [68]. For example, the first LNG–
powered tugboat was launched in 2013. The Borgøy was equipped with a gas engine with
a combined power of 3410 kW running at 1000 rpm and an 80 m3 cryogenic fuel tank,
sufficient for five to six days of operation. It is capable of performing a 65-tonne bollard
pull and has a transit speed of 13.5 knots [69]. Based on the IMO suggestion in calculating
the conversion factor of LNG and diesel, LNG produces more energy for the same amount
of diesel consumed [70], as shown in Table 4.

The comparison of the energy content between diesel, LNG, and hydrogen is given
in Table 4. When comparing the cost of using LNG to diesel, several studies have been
carried out [71–73]. Zhang et al. [71] reported that there is an improved average of 17%
to 22% reduction in fuel cost when LNG–diesel fuel was used. A comparison study by
Sargejus et al. [74] between a diesel engine and an LNG–diesel engine showed annual
reductions in CO2, SO2, and NOx emissions of 10%, 91%, and 65%, respectively. As for
the comparison between the LNG and LNG–electric systems, a noticeable difference was
observed when battery and variable speed generators are used in the system. A difference
of 14% in fuel cost savings could be achieved when an LNG–electric system with variable
speed Genset is used as compared to a full LNG system, whereas there is a difference of
13% in fuel cost savings when a fixed speed Genset is used [39].

The cost could be further reduced by developing a suitable control system to alternate
the Genset. A study using an intelligent control system with an LNG–diesel system
improves the fuel consumption by up to seven times more in the dual-fuel mode for cargo
ships at 1200 RPM [75]. Aside from reducing emissions, LNG fuels follow emission rules
and reduce operation costs by up to 20% when compared to heavy fuel oil (HFO) and
marine diesel oil (MDO) [76].

Table 4. Energy content of diesel, LNG, and hydrogen [77].

Gross Caloric Value (per Unit) Net Caloric Value (per Unit)
Fuel Unit MJ kcal 10−3 TOE MJ Kcal 10−3 TOE

Marine Gas Oil (Marine Diesel) L 45.9 10,970 1.096 42.8 10,229 1.022
LNG L 55.2 13,193 1.318 20.8 4971 0.497

Hydrogen m3 141.7 33,867 3.384 10.8 2581 0.258

Electric-Powered or Diesel–Electric-Powered Vessels

Electric-powered or diesel–electric-powered vessels have shown significant improve-
ments in fuel efficiency and emission reduction over the past few years [78]. As listed
in Section 2.2 for the several control methods, there is an increase in the development of
control strategies for the further system optimisation of the power system. For example,
for a range of container vessel sizes from 5500 TEU–300,000 TEU, a diesel–electric system
with an optimised control system could save up to 18% of fuel consumption and up to 61%
of CO2 emissions when compared to a diesel system [79].
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Having said that, diesel–electric systems are still reliant on MDO, hence the move
into fully electrical systems for large commercial vessels depends significantly on the
development of an economically and technologically feasible design. The first fully battery-
powered electrical car and passenger catamaran ferry, the Ampere, was designed in 2015
and owned by Norled [8]. Constructed of aluminium and equipped with two 450 kW
electric-powered engines and a 1000 kWh lithium-ion battery, it can accommodate up to
120 cars and 360 passengers, travelling at a speed of 10 knots and completing approximately
34 trips a day across the Sognefjord between Lavik and Oppedal in Norway [80]. The
use of batteries when the engine is operating in low loading conditions can achieve zero
emission [41]. These batteries can be charged at the shore before any operations, are more
economical, and produce less CO2 and NOX emissions. Geertsma et al. [13] reported that
a reduction of 10% to 35% in fuel and emissions can be achieved with this system. With
more development in the control system and a reduction in capital cost, the all-electric
propulsion system could be more attractive for adoption in the near future.

There are advantages and disadvantages to the different energy sources, as sum-
marised in Table 5. The decision on which power source to use ultimately depends on
the specific design requirements, and, if needed, a multi-criteria decision-making analysis
could be adopted to study the impacts on finance, the environment, and risks from the
different sources. An example of using multi-criteria decision-making analysis is studied
by Jeong et al. [81] to compare a ship’s performance of diesel–electric hybrid propulsion
with a conventional propulsion system. All the incomparable values were converted into
monetary value to enable comparison between the different criteria. It was found that the
operational cost of a diesel–electric system and a diesel–mechanical propulsion system
could be reduced to USD 300,000 and USD one million, respectively, when switching to a
hybrid propulsion system with lithium-ion batteries.

Table 5. Renewable energy sources comparison.

Energy Source Advantages Disadvantages

Hydrogen

• No carbon emission
• Generated from renewable energy sources

(e.g., solar, wind, wave, ocean thermal
energy conversion technology [82])

• Requires electrocatalyst materials
for production

• Expensive fuel cell
• Lack of bunkering stations

LNG

• Up to 99% SOX emission reduced
• Produces more energy than diesel, for the

same amount
• Reduces operation cost

• Installation of LNG tank and engine
• Requires bunkering station

Electric-powered or diesel–electric
powered

• Most developed
• High availability
• Batteries are rechargeable

• Least emission reduction if the ship
is not operating at low loading
condition

4. Gaps and Challenges in Vessel Hybrid Systems

Various types of marine and propulsion systems with control and optimisation strate-
gies are presented in the literature. However, no system is perfect for a single vessel even
when equipped with a control optimisation strategy. The research and development of an
optimal hybrid system for marine vessels still have to be continuously carried out due to
the gaps and challenges encountered. Some of the limitations are:

4.1. Limited Quality Data

The use of system modelling in software such as MATLAB/Simulink® enables users
to simulate actual engineering scenarios. However, there are usually gaps in the simulation
models, which are difficult to obtain due to uncertainty and data limitations. These
gaps include the different environmental situations encountered by the system, such as
hydrodynamic forces and wave-induced loads, power losses from electrical components,
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and unpredicted future load demands. The lack of future load demands provides a risk in
determining the appropriate sizing of the battery to ensure sufficient energy for extreme
operation. A model predictive control may solve this issue.

4.2. Uncertainty in System Conditions

Factors such as excessive wear and tear in the system components, the degradation
of components, reductions in energy efficiency over time, and poor power quality are
factors that may affect the accuracy of the system modelling. This could be rectified by
the use of a digital twin, where the system model is updated continuously with data
recorded by sensors in real time. Accompanied by the development of EMSs, future
damages to the system onboard the ship could be avoided by implementing a predictive
maintenance system. This allows users to be notified of underperforming systems and
prevent equipment wear. Aside from the listed strategies of energy management, other
advanced approaches such as general algorithms, adaptive control, and particle swarm
optimisation could be looked at to optimise vessel efficiency. Combinations of different
propulsion systems with different control systems could be analysed for future studies.

4.3. Lack of High-Fidelity Model

As most control system research studies are conducted at the conceptual stages and
verified through numerical solutions, validations via experimental tests and in situ data
are essential to ensure high-fidelity models are developed. To achieve this, investment
in sensors, data transmitting equipment, and infrastructure, as well as support funding
for experiments and in-site data collection, is needed. In addition to that, data collected
from sensors may not be completely free from noise and must be pre-processed before
it can be used in the system [83]. The filtration of the data requires information related
to the operational modes of the vessels to ensure that useful and important data are not
accidentally filtered out. This could be achieved by using big data analytic and machine
learning tools (neural network, K-mean clustering, etc.) to derive hidden information such
as vessels’ operational modes that may be important to the optimization of power load
distribution. The data generated from system modelling simulation could also be used for
big data analytics and machine learning systems for assisted decision-making to achieve
energy efficiency in ship operation [84–88].

5. Conclusions

This paper first reviewed three different propulsion systems, i.e., the diesel–mechanical
propulsion system, the electrical propulsion system, and the hybrid propulsion system,
followed by control strategies and alternative renewable energy sources that could be
used in hybrid electrical systems. The challenges for the respective system in maximising
fuel efficiency and reducing emissions, whilst keeping sufficient load for vessel operation,
were highlighted. Several energy management system strategies such as the ECMS, RB,
and the MATLAB optimisation toolbox were then discussed. It was found that the ECMS
produces the best possible fuel and cost savings when compared to the other methods.
The diesel–electric and electric systems are the most used alternative sources in hybrid
propulsion due to the relatively higher technology maturity level, although the emission is
higher than cleaner energy. The paper also covered the gaps and possible studies to further
improve the hybrid marine power systems by implementing a combination of different
control systems, model predictive control, predictive maintenance, digital twins, big data
analytics, and machine learning tools.
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